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Abstract
Open Science is encouraged by the European Union
and many other political and scientific institutions.
However, scientific practice is proving slow to change.
We propose, as early career researchers, that it is our
task to change scientific research into open scientific
research and commit to Open Science principles.

The Open Science situation
For 300 years, research journals have provided a stable
record of the main conclusions of scientific studies, the
methods, and the contact details of the scientists from
whom data and materials might be obtained upon request. As the volume and complexity of research data
explode, traditional research publications are failing to
pay even lip service to the task of indexing data, let
alone contribute meaningfully to data stewardship and
preservation. Despite widespread discussion of the importance of Open Science and a growing recognition of
the need for more sophisticated data stewardship practices, such as those in the FAIR (Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable and Reusable) guidelines [1], the research
community continues to do little to use available tools
to index or share our vast datasets. The consequence is
an escalation of data loss in an era when “data is the
new gold” [2]. Although some in the scientific community see Open Science and data sharing as a “threat”,
even labeling those who use others’ data as parasites [3],
we believe that embracing and improving the Open Science tools already in place will facilitate better science,
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allowing us to harness the full potential of growing global scientific output.
Early career scientists, as relative outsiders to the
scientific establishment, are often seen as dispensable,
low-risk “experiments” but, working together to create
interoperable systems, we have the opportunity to create
change. Early career researchers have the least commitment toward professional hierarchy and are highly involved in data collection and analysis. Training young
researchers to use the tools of Open Science can instigate a more reliable change in data stewardship. Here,
we want to emphasize the importance of the implementation of Open Science principles across disciplines from
a young researcher’s point of view, and highlight the reasons why young researchers are the key for change.
As a group of early-career researchers who convened
for the 2016 LERU Doctoral Summer School on Data
Stewardship, we commit to: (1) the growth of an Open
Science framework within which we can explicitly
receive credit for and give credit to datasets with
machine-readable metadata, provenance, and reproducible workflows; (2) establish training in the principles of
Open Science and the relevant software and communication tools; (3) a pledge to be the first generation that
will pass on the principles and mindset of Open Science
to the next generation. If these three aims become a
reality, we also envisage a strengthening of the credibility
and reproducibility of scientific findings, and a reduction
in fraudulent scientific data.

Growth of an Open Science framework
What does an Open Science framework look like? The
European Commission on Open Science outlines a highlevel vision of a future of science that includes Open Access, collaboration on platforms such as the European
Open Science cloud, and the development of alternative
metrics for measuring the impact of good science [4]. However, the roadmap to this future remains unclear to the
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everyday scientist working within the traditional scientific
framework, and these excellent guidelines remain largely
theoretical for many. The key to the growth of this Open
Science framework is the cultivation of good data stewardship practices at every level of science, which conveniently
is an actionable step for almost every scientist.
Data stewardship, a concept that involves all those
data management issues related to long-term data reusability and interoperability, requires careful planning
and thought from the beginning of a research project.
Publication of data and code alongside traditional research papers, while widely done, is only the first step
toward “FAIRifying” research. Perhaps more important
is the creation of metadata on top of these datasets
and code. It is from such a database of metadata that
we will begin to drive innovation by identifying which
datasets intersect well to produce results, and to create an executable data-code environment that can be
peer-reviewed, built on, and reused. By changing research practices to include the creation and publication of such metadata, scientific culture will begin to
change organically from the traditional focus on the
static unit of the research paper to more dynamic,
collaboration-based science. The growth of such a
network of metadata will also provide the basic
framework for the development of alternative metrics,
such as precise citation to code versions, datasets,
models, and the ability to quantify specific opinions
and theories via the Semantic Web.
Despite its importance, data stewardship is often
neglected until the end of a research project, when funding and time may be running low. The stewardship of data
should be managed from the beginning of the study and
included in the financial plan, as recognized by the EU
recommendation for a 5% budget allocation for all funded
research projects [5]. Producing research that complies
with FAIR principles is an ethical responsibility for all scientists, and a plan for reuse should be an obligatory and
fundamental part of study design, especially for those
working with public funding. Beyond the ethical responsibility to produce transparent and reproducible research,
young scientists today should view cultivation of data
stewardship skills as an opportunity to participate in the
exciting, innovative research of tomorrow.

Overcoming the barriers to Open Science: a road
map for young researchers
Establishment of training in Open Science

The creation of truly FAIR research requires high-level
understanding of the fundamental tenets and tools of
Open Science. The ideal time to build these skillsets is
early in the research career, when the structured training
of young researchers offers the ideal opportunity to incorporate standardized training on skills in data
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stewardship into existing curricula. Resources such as
the European-funded project Facilitate Open Science
Training for European Research (FOSTER) [6] already
provide online courses in four key areas of Open Science: open access, open data, open source, and open reproducible research. Short workshops in open access
publishing options and modern scientific computing
practices will promote open thinking within institutes
about how to develop and improve their use of key
Open Science tools.

Avoid reinventing the wheel

The first and most fundamental step for researchers
looking to change the way research is done in their
field is to investigate what has already been done by
their colleagues. What are the sharing platforms,
available software, and standards? Is there an already
existing ontology that can be referenced, making your
data findable and interoperable? Avoid creating terminology when it already exists. Similarly, are there
existing datasets and analytical pipelines that can help
toward answering your research question? Working
within the existing scientific framework can provide
an opportunity to foster collaboration and avoid duplication of research effort.
Training in publishing more and better research papers, data-code objects, patents, and citable models
based on open science principles should be standardized across fields and could be administered through
existing infrastructures, such as Elixir, the European
life science data organization. Scientific tools and
sharing platforms that have emerged in recent years
are Dataverse [7], Figshare [8], Dryad [9], Mendeley
data [10], Zenodo [11], DataHub [12], DANS [13] and
EUdat [14], Open Science Framework [15], and
GitHub [16].

Small steps move you forwards

Practicing FAIR data principles is not a binary state,
but instead a matter of setting and achieving desirable
standards for data sharing. The culture of data sharing begins within your own research team. A good
first step for creating an Open Science environment
in your workplace is to survey your own team on
their own views and hesitations about data sharing, as
well as establishing where it lies on their list of priorities. This can open an important dialogue and help
identify concrete actions that your team can take to
begin to move toward Open Science.
To facilitate the transition, we provide a summary box
with practical advice for young researchers to engage in
Open Science that require very little effort (Box 1).
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Box 1. How to engage in Open Science today
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1. Submit pre-prints of your manuscript to publicly available
repositories. Many major journals allow the posting of pre-prints to
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open repositories, e.g. arxiv.org, prior to submission and peer review.
2. Post published articles in a public repository (e.g. Pubmed
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publishers allow the posting of an author’s version of the
manuscript to public repositories.
3. Publish in open access journals where possible. Many
subscription-based journals also offer the option to pay an
additional charge for open access.
4. Share data and material. The code, methods, and data to
produce findings in your manuscript should be made publicly
available in an open repository equipped with credit metrics for
data generator, code writer, and data reuser. These metrics should
be based upon real and precise utility and should be transparent
so that others can derive their own metrics from them.

A pledge to be the first generation to pass on
Open Science to our succeeding generation
Publishing openly is associated with higher citation
rates [17]. Sharing data is becoming mandatory for
increasing numbers of high-profile journals and funders [18, 19], and offers a citation advantage [20].
Open practices make it easier to connect with other
researchers, facilitating visibility and access to novel
data and software resources, and creating opportunities to communicate and contribute to ongoing communal projects [21].
Open access policies are championed across the
European Research Area, and prominently feature in
the recommendations of Horizon 2020, the European
Commission’s research and innovation program [22].
Yet, from an early career researcher perspective, we
do not see much change, and are often trapped in
the hamster wheel of bad practices and habits endorsed by supervisors and colleagues. The onus is
therefore on us to establish principles of Open Science and good data stewardship, and pass this on to
succeeding generations. By taking a stand early in our
research careers and choosing to seek ways to make
our research FAIR from the very beginning, we have
the power to effect a change in scientific culture from
the ground up, making Open Science a reality instead
of an ideal.
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